For comparison, results for the approach presented in [4] are
shown in the third row of Table 1. In that approach, test points
(t. p. in Table 1) are added to the data path and the state register
has parallel loading (p. 1. in Table 1) from primary inputs.

where x,,y, and P, denote the ith bit of X , Y and P, respectively.
The product in eqn. 1 can be expressed by the sum of two
segments: the most and the least significant segments MP and LP:

P =MP

Conclusions: In this Letter, the significant influence of the controller on the testability of the whole circuit at RT level has been demonstrated. By simply changing the controller, test generation
results can become standard. This influence has not previously
been highlighted.
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Design of low-error fixed-width multiplier
for DSP applications
Jer Min Jou and Shiann Rong Kuang

Pi,

PI0

PP

PR

Fig. 1 Block diagram

PI

of

P6

standard 6x6 parallel multiplier

Fig. 1 shows the standard architecture of the parallel multiplier
generating MP and LP for n = 6. The column (column circuit)
generating P, in the architecture is also denoted as P,,and the circuit in the shaded region producing LP is also denoted as LP. The
fixed-width multiplier described previously can be directly
obtained by removing the shaded region and feeding each carry
input of the residual part with a 0 to form a circuit denoted as
MP‘, which is different from the circuit used to generate MP. This
will save half of the area of the circuit. However, significant errors
will be introduced in the fixed-width product which is undesirable
for many fvted-width multimedia and DSP applications. To solve
the problem, we propose another way to design a fixed-width
multiplier with lower errors. The basic concept of our method is to
add a small carry-generatingcircuit Cg to feed each carry input of
MP‘, to effectively reduce errors. However, we encounter the
problem of how to design such a circuit. Note that the maximal
and the most accurate Cg is the shaded region circuit shown in
Fig. 1 for n = 6.

Indexing terms: Multiplying circuits, Digital signnl processing
A low-error design of the fuced-width parallel multiplier lor digital
signal processing (DSP) applications is proposed. Applying two n
bit inputs, it generates the n bit, instead of 2n bit, product with
lower relative product errors, but uses only about half the area of
a standard parallel multiplier. These features make it very suitable
for use in many DSP applications such as arithmetic coding,
wavelet transformation, digital filtering.

Introduction: Generally speaking, the multiplier is one of the core
components in multimedia and DSP chips because it dominates
the performance and area of these chips. To obtain a higher speed,
parallel multipliers are always adopted at the expense of high area
complexity. For many multimedia and DSP applications, the multiplication operations used in these applications usually have the
special fixed-width property. That is, their input data and output
results have the same bit width. For example, we have designed a
data compression chip [l] which used an 8 bit futed-width multiplier, and are now designing another wavelet chip for image compression which also requires a 12 bit fixed-widthL multiplier. In
addition, many digital filters also use fixed-width multipliers [2].
Therefore, the aim of this Letter is to design a multiplier with
lower product errors, without sacrificing performance, to make
full use of the fixed-width property to save chip area.
Design of fixed-width multiglier: Considering the multiplication of
two n bit inputs Xand Y , the standard multiplier performs the following operations to obtain the 2n bit product P
2n--1
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/n-1

\ /n-1

\
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n
4
/Average la-a’l/cc( 0.03363

1

8
0.11391

I

12
0.14551

I

16
0.13784

I

We first analyse the source of errors generated by M P , and
then an improved design of Cg can be derived. Let e be the difference between the two products produced by the standard multiplier and circuit M P , caused by the carries generated from
column P,l+l(i.e. the column generating P5 in Fig. 1 for n = 6) in
circuit LP. Let a denote the sum of carries generated from P,-];
then E = a”2. Since 0 5 a 5 H-I, then 0 5 E 5 (n-1)*2”. In fact, the
values of those carries generated from P,-,are in turn determined
by the sum of product terms xy,(where i+j = n-1) and the carries
produced by Pn-2.Continuing this process, we find that the more
XJ,S in LP that are 1, the larger a is. Moreover, if product terms
XJ, = 1 (where i+j = n-I), then the probability of each product
term being equal to 1 in LP with x,or y, as the input (i.e. terms
such as x,yk or x,y,) is not < 112. Based on the above discussion
and experimental verification, (see Table I), we obtain the following experienced approximate relationship:

(3)

Table 1 lists the average value of la-a’lla for different bitwidths n. The results show that a’ is indeed approximate to a.
According to eqn. 3, circuit Cg is designed to experience the value
of a‘. It consists of H-2 A 0 cells and one 2-input AND gate; each
A 0 cell contains one 2-input AND gate and one 2-input OR gate.
Each input of Cg is fed with a proper product term xy, in P,,, i.e.
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the product term xiy, where i+j = n-1. An example of Cg for n = 6
is gven in the shaded area of Fig. 2a and b. To feed the outputs of
proposed circuit Cg to the carry inputs of circuit MP' properly, a
new fixed-width multiplier with lower product errors is proposed.
The circuit of Fig. 2a is an example where n = 6. The speed of the
proposed futed-width multiplier is almost the same as that of MP',
but it is better than that of the standard parallel multiplier. The
product error and area analysis of this multiplier are given in the
following Section.

multipliers are made up of these modules. Using the standard cells
of 0 . 8 SPDM
~
technology [4], we have that A, = 0.43A, and A,
= 0.1A,. The comparison results of the ratio of areas between
futed-width and standard multipliers are listed in Table 3. The
area of the proposed multiplier is nearly half of the area of a
standard multiplier and is less than the area of M2.

Table 3: Comparison results of area ratio for different futed-width
multipliers
Multipliers

n = 32
0.490
0.491
0.522
0.512

n=16
0.477

Proposed multiplier

0.460
0.584
0.539

0.481
0,543
0.522

Conclusion: The design of a low-error fixed-width multiplier has
been proposed. It is useful in futed-width data path architectures
for multimedia and DSP applications in which a uniform word
width is usually required. By using this type of multiplier, the chip
area can be significantly reduced and no performance degradation
is introduced.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of 6x6 proposed multiplier

Error and area comparisons: Let fP be the product result of the
proposed futed-width multiplier, then its maximal absolute error
E, is the maximum value of IMP-flls for all input pairs, and its
relative error E, is \MP-fPl/MP. Given a value of w (0 < w 5 I),
we denote the percentage of E, which is larger than w as EJ'(w). It
can be used as an accuracy measure of the fixed-width multiplier.
For some w, the smaller cRP(w) is, the more accurate the multifor
plier is. The experimental comparison results of E~ and E~P(w)
different fxed-width multipliers are listed in Table 2. Multiplier
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Table 2: Comparison results of errors for different futed-width
multipliers

Discrimj~~tive
temporal feature extraction
for robust speech recognition

917540

Proposed

Jia-lin Shen

512

MP'

73.8%
9.40/0
5.9%

ER P(0.01)

Proposed

1
1
I
1

49.2%
35.1%
20.7%

1
1
I
1

9.9%
8.5%
5.2Yn

I
I
1
I

1.1%
1.O%
0.6%

Indexing term: Speech recognition, Feature extraction

A lscriminative temporal feature processing method for robust

I

speech recognition is presented by combining the knowledge and
the statistical methods. The cepstral features are first filtered by a
RASTA method based on human hearing perception and then
processed using the minimum classification error algorithm.
Improved recognition performance can be achieved in both quiet

M , in Table 2 is a fEed-width multiplier proposed in [ 3 ] ,where all
its carry inputs are set to 0 except for the bottom one which is set
to 1 to reduce the error. Multiplier nir, in Table 2 is another futedwidth multiplier which consists of circuit M Y and column circuit
Pn-,with each carry input fed with 0. The results show that our
futed-width multiplier is more accurate than any other. In addition, its area is also competitive. If we use CMOS technology and
assume that each 2-input NAND or NOR gate needs four transistors, then the number of transistors required in an n x n standard
multiplier and our proposed multiplier is 48n2-66n+24 and 24n212742, respectively. When n is large enough, the proposed multiplier consists of only half of the transistors of a standard multiplier. Conversely, let A,, A,, and A, be the areas of an AND gate,
a half adder, and a full adder, respectively, and assume that the

Introduction: Many speech recognition systems use cepstral coefficients as the feature parameters, which perform well in a quiet
environment. However, the recognition performance degrades
drastically in the presence of noise. To increase their robustness,
the first time-derivative of the cepstral features can be approximated by a first-order orthogonal polynomial over a fmite length
window, which is denoted the well-known delta cepstral coefficients [11. Alternatively, the RASTA (Xelative 8pec&il) method was
proposed by adding an extra pole to an FIR bandpass Wer used
in delta processing based on knowledge of human hearing perception, in which a further improvement in recognition performance
under noisy environments can be achieved [2]. Although these
temporal features (delta, RASTA features) provide better perfomance in noisy environments, the long-term processing window will

1-1

I

1598

73.8%
9.4%
5.9%

1
I

60.9%
47.2%
25.4%

1
I

77.0%
77.2%
37.9%

I

I

64.8'Yo
52.9%
22.1%

and noisy environments.
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